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1. INTRODUCTION
 . nThe series a is called A-summable to 0 A-a s 0 , if a x con-n n n
verges for 0 F x - 1 and
lim a x n s 0 n
xª1y
 .holds. The following O -Theorem for this Abel method A is due toR
w xHardy and Littlewood 2, Theorem 11 .
THEOREM HL. A-a s 0 and na F 1 « a s 0.n n n
Thus we pass from summability to convergence. There are several proofs
w xof Theorem HL; see 1, 7, 6, 10, 8 . In this paper we give an elementary
and short proof for Theorem HL. For this we combine the difference
 w xmethod which was used by Ingham 4 to prove the High Indices Theorem
w x. w xof Hardy and Littlewood 3 with ideas of Wielandt 9 . But we do not
employ the Weierstrass approximation theorem.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Let a [ 1r2. We write , lim, lim instead of
`
, lim inf , lim sup .
xª1y xª1yns1
w x Let W be the set of all functions f : 0,1 ª R such that for the given
.  n.  n.series a f x converges for 0 F x - 1 and lim a f x s 0. If A yn n
a s 0, then every polynomial belongs to W . Let the step w be definedn
 .  .by w x [ 0 for 0 F x - a and w x [ 1 for a F x F 1. Then
a w x n s a 0 - x - 1, n x [ ln a rln x . 2.1 .  .  .  . . n n
 .1FnFn x
Hence, for the proof of Theorem HL, it suffices to show w g W .
 .  .Let g x [ x 1 y x for 0 F x F 1. It is essential that g is symmetric
about x s a . With R g N the polynomial ramp r is defined by
x2 R q 1 ! .
Rr x [ g t dt 0 F x F 1 . .  .  .HR!R! 0
 .  .  .Then r is symmetric with respect to a , a , r a s a , r 1 s 1, and
p [ r y a ? 4Rq1g Rq1 F w F r q a ? 4Rq1g Rq1 \ p 0 F x F 1 . .1 2
2.2 .
3. PROOF OF THEOREM HL
 .  .Let « g 0,1 be fixed. We choose d g 0,a such that
ln ln a y d rln a q d - « . 3.1 4 .  .  .
 .  .For each x ) a q d we define the indices p s p x , q s q x by
x p F a q d - x py1 , x qq1 - a y d F x q 3.2 .
and we choose R g N such that
4Rq1g R a q d - « . 3.3 .  .
 .  .Then, by 3.2 and 3.1 ,
q 1 dx  .4ln ayd rln x
lim s lim - « 3.4 . Hn x  .4ln aqd rln xnsp
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 .  .and, by 3.2 and 3.3 ,
py1 `
y1 Rq1 Rq1 n y1 Rq1 Rq1 nn 4 g x q n 4 g x .  . 
ns1 nsqq1
F 4Rq1g R a q d ny1 x n 1 y x n - « a q d - x - 1 . .  .  .
3.5 .
 .  .Since the polynomials p , p belong to W we obtain, by 2.1 and 2.2 ,1 2
n y1 nlim a s lim a w y p x F lim n p y p x , .  .  .  .  n n 1 2 1
 .0-nFn x
n y1 nlim a s ylim a p y w x G ylim n p y p x . .  .  .  .  n n 2 2 1
 .0-nFn x
 .  .From this we get, using 3.4 and 3.5 ,
y2« F lim a F lim a F 2« . n n
 .  .0-nFn x 0-nFn x
Since « ) 0 is arbitrary, we have a s 0.n
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
w xThe following result of Littlewood 5 is a corollary of Theorem HL:
< <A-a s 0 and n a F 1 « a s 0. If one wants only this result, then n n
above proof can be simplified. On the other hand, one needs some
refinement to cover Tauberian conditions concerning oscillation or de-
crease.
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